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Abstract
In the maximum common subgraph (MCS) problem, we are
given a pair of graphs and asked to find the largest induced
subgraph common to them both. With its plethora of appli-
cations, MCS is a familiar and challenging problem. Many
algorithms exist that can deliver optimal MCS solutions, but
whose asymptotic worst-case run times fail to do better than
mere brute-force, which is exponential in the order of the
smaller graph. In this paper, we present a faster solution to
MCS. We transform an essential part of the search process
into the task of enumerating maximal independent sets in
only a part of only one of the input graphs. This is made
possible by exploiting an efficient decomposition of a graph
into a minimum vertex cover and the maximum independent
set in its complement. The result is an algorithm whose run
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time is bounded by a function exponential in the order of the
smaller cover rather than in the order of the smaller graph.
1 Introduction and Background
Graph H is said to be common to graphs G1 and G2 if
both G1 and G2 contain induced subgraphs isomorphic to
H . Maximum Common Subgraph (MCS) is usually posed
as the following decision problem.
Inputs: A pair of graphs, G1 and G2, and a positive
integer k.
Question: Do G1 and G2 have a common subgraph
of order k or more?
MCS finds application in many domains. It has been used
in bioinformatics [15], chemistry [9, 10], pattern recogni-
tion [3, 8], and a variety of other areas. Unfortunately,
MCS is an exceedingly difficult problem, with several well-
known NP-complete problems reducing to it. The maxi-
mum clique problem, for example, corresponds to the spe-
cial case in which |G1| = |G2| and G1 is complete. (Note
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that maximum clique is so hard that it cannot even be ap-
proximated to within a sublinear factor unless NP = coR
[6].)
Graphs we consider are simple and undirected. We adopt
the following terminology:
- n = |G1| andm = |G2|, with n ≤ m;
- V (Gi) is the vertex set of Gi;
- For a set S of vertices of a graph,N(S) denotes the
set of neighbors of the elements of S that are not in
S.
- Gi[S] is the subgraph induced by S in Gi.
Graph theory is full of studies that focus on special types
of subgraphs. A subgraph type is referred to by a structure
in this paper. A structure we use throughout this effort is
a graph’s vertex cover, perhaps best known for the central
role it plays in the theory of fixed-parameter tractability [1].
A vertex cover of a graph is a set of vertices whose com-
plement induces an edgeless subgraph. Moreover, vertices
that induce an edgeless subgraph form an independent set.
Finding a vertex cover of minimum size in a graph is equiv-
alent to finding an independent set of maximum size. Both
problems are NP -hard.
In this paper, we provide a solution for the search ver-
sion of MCS. Our approach targets vertex cover structures.
Unless the two input graphs are pathologically dense, the
smaller minimum vertex cover is apt to be much smaller
than the order of the smaller input graph. Restricting the
usual exhaustive search to a vertex cover of one graph, say
G1, can be more efficient, because it would be followed by
a relatively easy search for an independent set in G2 that
can be matched with the complement of the vertex cover of
G1. As we shall show, this resulting problem can then be
reduced to one of finding a maximum matching for which
the endpoints of the matching edges must satisfy a few addi-
tional constraints. We call this problem “constrained maxi-
mum matching” (CMM for short).
The asymptotically best current algorithms for MCS run
in O∗((m+1)n) time [12]. Our main result is to show that,
using our approach, MCS can be solved in O∗(3m/3(m +
1)c) time, where c denotes the size of the smaller minimum
vertex cover between the two inputs.
This paper is structured as follows. In the next section,
we review the previously-best methods for solving MCS
and discuss a simple generic backtracking method. In Sec-
tion 3, we present our MCS algorithm and derive bounds on
its performance. We define the CMM problem in Section 4
and determine its complexity. In a final section, we describe
extensions to our technique, and present a few concluding
remarks.
2 Exact Solutions for the MCS Problem
In the process of searching for a common subgraph, we
try to find a one-to-one function, f , from V (G1) to V (G2),
such that a subset of the domain and its image in the co-
domain are isomorphic induced subgraphs of G1 and G2,
respectively. In this context, if v = f(u), then we say u and
v are matched or v is matched with u.
Let M = S1 × S2 ⊂ V (G1) × V (G2) be such that
S1 and S2 induce isomorphic subgraphs. We refer to M
as a set of compatible pairs. If a pair (u, v) of (V (G1) −
S1)× (V (G2)− S2) such that G1[S1 ∪ {u}] is isomorphic
to G2[S2 ∪ {v}], then we say the pair (u, v) is compatible
withM .
2.1 Brute-Force and Backtracking Algorithms
To find a maximum common subgraph, brute-force tech-
niques by definition must explore the space of all possible
maximal common subgraphs. One way of doing so is to
enumerate all functions from V (G1) to V (G2)∪{NONE},
where NONE is a dummy node that serves as the image of
unmatched vertices ofG1. The number of all such functions
is (m+ 1)n, but not all of them are isomorphisms between
subgraphs ofG1 andG2. In fact, unless we are dealing with
some very special (and rather trivial) instances, the majority
of such functions are not interesting to us (in the sense that
they are not valid subgraph isomorphisms). Hence (m+1)n
is a very loose upper bound. To explicate further, note that
among all functions from V (G1) to V (G2), we want a func-
tion f that satisfies the following:
1. The restriction of f to Df = V (G1) − {v ∈ V (G1) :
f(v) = NONE} is a one-to-one function.
2. The subgraphs induced by Df and f(Df ) are isomor-
phic.
We want an enumerator that guarantees the above condi-
tions. And we are not interested here in getting a list of all
maximal common subgraphs. For the sake of completeness,
we describe our simplified version of the generic backtrack-
ing method. This presentation makes the backtracking tech-
nique easy to understand and implement.
During the search for a maximum common subgraph, we
keep track of the following items:
The largest set,M , of compatible pairs found so far.
The cardinality ofM , denoted bymaxsize.
For each i ∈ V (G1): the setM1[i] of all vertices of
G2 that could be matched with i.
For each i ∈ V (G2): the setM2[i] of all vertices of
G1 that could be matched with i.
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For each i ∈ V (Gj): the cardinality of Mj [i], de-
noted bymatchnumj [i] (j ∈ 1, 2).
We proceed in a branch-and-search manner, as if we are
traversing a search tree T . Each node of T has a current set
of compatible pairs, currentM , consisting of all pairs that
have been matched, thus found compatible so far (along the
path from root to current node). The size of currentM is
dubbed currentsize.
Note that T is a virtual tree. It is traversed (via depth-
first), but not constructed explicitly. Each node of T could
be visualized as being labeled with a vertex of G1 that is
selected according to a heuristic criteria (such as minimum
value inmatchnum1). Edges of T are labeled with vertices
of G2 or NONE. Note that two or more nodes of T could
have the same label, unless they belong to the same path
from the root to a leaf (of T ). If the current node is linked
to its parent u via edge x, then u ∈ G1 has been matched
with x ∈ G2 in the previous step. Also, in this case, (u, x)
is an element of the currentM set found along the path
from the root to the child of node u that is connected to u
via edge x. If no matching occurred at the previous step (or
level) then the label of the edge will be NONE (instead of
x). Let v be the current node in the search process, then v
(∈ V (G1)) could be associated with a vertex, say y, from
M1[v]∪NONE. For each association of v to a vertex from
M1[v], we perform the following steps:
1. Delete y fromM1[i],∀i ∈ V (G1);
2. Delete v fromM2[j],∀j ∈ V (G2);
3. Add (v, y) to currentM and increment currentsize;
4. If currentsize > maxsize, thenM ← currentM ;
5. Proceed by selecting another vertex from G1.
Undoing the above steps is one of the bottlenecks of the
implementation. In particular, the code has to account for
the temporary deletion of vertices from M1 and M2. We
save the reader from the implementation details as they are
not unique. It should be clear, by now, that a recursive
backtracking algorithm for MCS takes a very long time on
graphs of small sizes.
Our presentation (above) of the backtracking algorithm is
similar to the one proposed in [7], which offers the cur-
rent best enhancement of the old backtracking algorithm
proposed by Ullman in his work on subgraph isomorphism
[14]. As we said earlier, such backtracking algorithms
suffer from their worst-case behavior, which seems in-
evitable. The worst-case run-time of the above algorithm
is O((m+ 1)n).
2.2 The Use of Compatibility Graphs
Another common approach to the MCS problem is to
look for the largest set of compatible pairs in a compatibility
graph called the association graph.
The association graph of G1 and G2, henceforth
A(G1, G2), is a graph whose vertices are the elements of
V (G1) × V (G2). An edge joins (u, u′) and (v, v′) if the
pairs (u, v) and (u′, v′) exhibit the same relationship (both
adjacent or both non-adjacent) in G1 and G2, respectively.
In other words, (u, u′) and (v, v′) are adjacent if they are
locally compatible ({u, v} and {u′, v′} induce isomorphic
subgraphs of size two).
To get the largest common subgraph, we need the largest
set of pairwise compatible pairs. This is a maximum
clique in A(G1, G2). So we can rely on optimization al-
gorithms for maximum clique to solve MCS. However, the
best known general purpose maximum clique algorithm
has a worst-case run time in O(2|A(G1,G2)|/4), which is
O(2mn/4) [11]. This looks far worse than the brute-force
method described previously. Nevertheless, recent analysis
has shown that clique-based methods can take advantage of
structure, are relatively straightforward to implement, and
have exactly the same asymptotic worst-case behavior as
brute-force backtracking [12]. These results rely on exploit-
ing the fact that pairs with a common component cannot be
part of the desired clique, a property that is automatically
assumed in backtracking methods because vertices that are
matched are subsequently deleted or ignored.
3 Exploiting Structure via Vertex Covers
We describe our main approach and discuss the details
of our algorithm, which is dubbedMCS V C in the sequel.
Let C be a vertex cover of size k in G1. We try to match
the vertices of C with vertices of G2 by exhaustive search,
as in the brute-force backtracking algorithm. This leads to
a number of candidate subgraphs of G1[C] that can be ex-
tended to a common subgraph of G1 and G2. Each such
candidate subgraph, say S, is a common subgraph between
G1 and G2, but it could be extended further by adding ver-
tices from the complement of C.
3.1 Maximal Independent Set Enumeration
Let us assume that a common subgraph S containing ex-
actly i vertices of C has been produced, in such a way that
no other vertex of C is to be considered (0 ≤ i = |S| ≤
|C|). Then we extend S by adding vertices of the inde-
pendent set I = G1\C. Elements of C that are not in S
are deleted fromM1 andM2 (not considered in subsequent
steps of the matching process), together with elements of I
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that cannot be matched with any vertex of G2. Similarly, if
a vertex ofG2 cannot be matched with any vertex of I , then
it is deleted.
We observe that vertices of G2 that can be added to the
target MCS must form an independent set, otherwise the re-
sulting MCS would not be induced inG2. After deleting all
unmatchable vertices, we construct a graph H as follows:
• Vertices of H are partitioned into two sets H1 and H2
such that:
– H1 contains the elements of I
– H2 contains the vertices of G2 that are not part
of S and are yet to be matched.
• Edges of H are colored with either red or green such
that:
– A green edge connects u ∈ H1 to u′ ∈ H2 iff
(u, u′) forms a compatible pair. In other words,
any matching that consists of green edges of H
indicates a possible extension of S.
– A red edge joins vertices of H2 only (note that
H1 is an independent set). The endpoints of a red
edge are adjacent vertices of G2. Hence, a red
edge (u, v) ofH is an indication that at most one
of u and v can be added to the common subgraph
that is isomorphic to S.
An extension of S to a maximal common subgraph is a
matching that consists of green edges only (from H) such
that the vertices of H2 that are matched form an indepen-
dent set (ofH2, thus an independent set ofG2 as well). This
is what we called earlier a CMM (constrained maximum
matching). We shall prove in the next section that CMM is
NP-complete. So far, we chose to solve it by enumerating
all maximal independent sets of H2. For each such inde-
pendent set, say I ′, we find a maximum matching of green
edges in the bipartite subgraph of H induced by H1 ∪ I ′.
The whole process takes O(3m/3m2.5) and is repeated for
each candidate S ⊂ C. This worst-case run time is due to
the following:
• Enumerating all maximal independent sets ofH2 takes
O(3m/3) time [2, 13].
• The maximum matching problem is solvable in
O(m2.5) time.
The enumeration process is repeated for each candidate
S ⊂ C. There are (m + 1)k such candidates. Hence, the
run time of this algorithm takes
O∗(3m/3(m+ 1)k) (1)
According to our previous discussion, the worst-case run
time of any of the known MCS algorithms is not better than
O((m + 1)n). The algorithm just described has a better
worst-case behavior, as long as k is small enough. Also,
the expression 3m/3 should be small (asymptotically) when
compared to (m+ 1)n−k.
Note that the roles ofG1 andG2 can be swapped in equa-
tion 1, when k becomes the size of a vertex cover of G2.
Therefore we have the following steps:
1. Compute minimum vertex coversC1 andC2 ofG1 and
G2, respectively. Let k1 = |C1| and k2 = |C2|. This
pre-processing takes O∗(1.274k1 + 1.274k2) [4].
2. If 3m/3(m + 1)k1 < 3n/3(n + 1)k2 , then apply the
above algorithm (with C = C1), otherwise C2 is used
and the above algorithm is applied with the roles ofG1
and G2 interchanged.
The analysis conducted so far leads to the following.
Theorem 1 Let n, m and k be as described above, then
MCS is solvable in timeO(1.274k+3m/3(m+1)k), where
k is the minimum vertex cover size of the input graph whose
size is n.
Proof. The proof follows from the preceding analysis.
The extra 1.274k term is due to the use of the asymptotically
best current vertex cover algorithm [4].
3.2 Experimental Analysis
We have implemented the above algorithm and com-
pared it to the CSI code written by the authors of [7]. The
two codes have been tested on numerous randomly gener-
ated pairs of graphs in such a way that one graph of each
pair has a relatively small vertex cover. We have witnessed
speedups that range from 2 to more than 1000. These were
obtained on graphs whose minimum vertex cover size is
smaller than n2 (between
n
4 and
n
3 ). As the vertex cover size
increases, our enhanced version slows down until it reaches
cases where its behavior becomes somewhat sporadic. We
have not been able to quantify (experimentally) a maximum
value for k/n above which the speedup drops below one.
This is not a surprise because the order of selecting vertices
from G1 (to match them) could affect the run time both in
positive or negative ways. So restricting this selection to
vertices of C may lead to unpredictable behaviors in cases
where C has a large size.
The following table shows sample run times obtained by
running the CSI code and our MCS VC code on randomly
generated pairs of graphs. The graph G1 is first generated
so that it has a small vertex cover. The same G1 is then
used in three different pairs, each with a different value of
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Graph 1 Graph 2 MCS CSI MCS VC
n e VC size m e size time time
20 35 5 30 82 18 1437 2
20 35 5 40 135 18 3048 3
20 35 5 50 293 19 741 2
20 36 7 30 82 16 126 4
20 36 7 40 135 18 7 2
20 36 7 50 293 19 41 2
30 96 8 40 135 25 > 4 hours 36
30 96 8 50 293 26 > 4 hours 164
30 96 8 60 355 26 > 4 hours 470
30 82 10 40 135 24 > 4 hours 48
30 82 10 50 293 25 > 4 hours 167
30 82 10 60 355 26 > 4 hours 119
40 175 13 50 235 31 > 2 days 20240
40 135 14 50 284 30 > 2 days 18293
Table 1. Sample experimental results
m = |G2|. Note that e denotes the number of edges of the
corresponding graph (columns 2 and 5 of Table 1).
The above experiments were conducted on a 3.4 GHz
Pentium 4 machine with 1 GB RAM. Unless otherwise
stated, the run times shown in the table are in seconds. En-
tries that start with the sign ‘>’ (> 4 hours and > 2 days)
correspond to experiments that were terminated manually
before reaching solutions.
3.3 The Use of Maximum Independent Sets
There are cases where 3m/3 is a high price to pay, while
maybe direct backtracking could lead to faster convergence,
due to pruning strategies. This occurs when the number
of green edges of H is relatively small, indicating that
backtracking would lead to further restrictions and fewer
branches at the majority of search-tree nodes. We offer an
alternative approach that adds gadgets to the graph H and
allows us to find optimal extensions of S using a maximum
independent set solution.
Again, recall that the main problem, after constructing
H , is that of finding a maximum matching of green edges
such that matched vertices ofG2 (i.e., elements ofH2) form
an independent set. If we start by computing a maximum
independent set, J , of H2, then we could run into the fol-
lowing problem:
Two or more vertices of J match with only one vertex of
H1, while we may have another non-maximum independent
set whose vertices match with a larger number of elements
of I .
What if we insist on finding a maximum independent set
ofH2 but we prohibit the inclusion of more than one neigh-
bor of any element of H1? Then we have another problem:
A neighbor of u ∈ H1 could be a neighbor of another
vertex v ∈ H1 (thus we loose matching it with v).
The above discussion motivates the following construction:
Step 1 If x ∈ H2 has neighbors {u1, u2, ., ut} ⊂ H1, then
replace x by the clique {x1, x2, ., xt} and add edges
(xi, ui) to replace edges (x, ui). Moreover, each xi
inherits all the red edges of x: if (x, y) is a red edge,
then we add edges (xi, y) for each i. This means
that picking xi in the independent set is equivalent
to matching x with ui. This guarantees that every
“new” vertex of H2 has a unique neighbor in H1.
Step 2 If u ∈ H1 has more than one neighbor in the
new set H2, then add red edges between any pair
of neighbors of u. This guarantees that only one
neighbor of u can be matched (after the construc-
tion in step 1, we cannot match a neighbor of uwith
another vertex).
LetH ′ be the graph constructed fromH using the above
two steps. And letH ′2 be the set resulting from the extension
of H2. Then we have the following.
Claim 2 A maximum independent set of H ′2 yields an opti-
mal extension of the common subgraph S.
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Proof. Let J be a maximum independent set of H ′2. By
step 1, every element of H2 appears once in J and has a
unique neighbor in H1. By step 2, no two elements of J
have a common neighbor in H1. Therefore, elements of J
are matched with their neighbors in H1. This produces an
extension of S. On the other hand, let J ′ be an extension
of S in G2. Then J ′ is an independent set of H2 whose
elements form a perfect matching with N(J ′) in H1. It is
not hard to verify that the construction in steps 1 and 2 leads
to an independent set ofH ′ whose size is bounded below by
|J ′|.
We apply the second approach when the number of green
edges is bounded above by cm where 1.189c < 31/3. The
reason stems obviously from the following fact: the current
fastest maximum independent set algorithm runs in time
O(1.189cm) on the resultingG2 part ofH ′ [11]. Moreover,
the second approach has the advantage of avoiding the com-
putation of a maximum matching for each of the O(3m/3)
cases.
Finally, our methods work well when any of the two
graphs has a small (relatively) vertex cover. What if none of
them enjoys this property? If we insist on using the vertex
cover approach, then we can check if any of the two com-
plements ofG1 andG2 has a small vertex cover. This relies
on the following observation.
Observation 3 If S is a maximum common subgraph ofG1
and G2, then the complement of S is a maximum common
subgraph of the complements of G1 and G2.
Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that two
graphs are isomorphic if and only if their complements are
isomorphic.
4 Constrained Maximum Matching
A special matching problem appeared in the previous
section, when we tried to match1 an independent subset of
V (G1) with a subgraph of G2. The construction of the
graph H transformed this task to the problem of finding
a maximum matching with an additional constraint. We
called this problem “Constrained Maximum Matching” or
CMM, for short. We define a general decision version of
CMM formally as follows:
Given: a graph H , a pair of subgraphs H1 and H2 of
H , and a positive integer k.
Question: Does H have a matchingM of size at least
k such that every edge of M joins a vertex of H1 to a
vertex of H2, and no two adjacent elements of Hi are
matched (i ∈ {1, 2}).
1The word “match” is used here as we indicated in section 2, in the
context of identifying isomorphic subgraphs.
It is sometimes convenient to refer to the particular par-
tition of H into H1 and H2 when dealing with specific
instances of the problem. We shall use the expression
(H1,H2)−CMM for such instances. The version of CMM
that we have encountered in the previous section consists of
instances where H1 is an independent set. If H2 is an inde-
pendent set, then we are dealing with maximum matching
for bipartite graphs (which is solvable in poly-time). The
CMM problem is not as easy as the well-known maximum
matching problem.
Theorem 4 CMM is NP-complete.
Proof. The proof is by reduction from the Maximum In-
dependent Set problem (MIS). Let (G = (V,E), k) be an
instance of MIS. Then we construct another graph G′ =
(V ∪ V ′, E ∪ E′), with V ′ = |E′| = |V | as follows: For
each vertex u ∈ V , we add vertex u′ to V ′ and edge {u, u′}
to E′. We claim that G has an independent set of size k if
and only if G′ has a (V ′, V )-CMM of size k. This can be
seen by observing that any matched subset of V must form
an independent set, and any independent set of V satisfies
the constraint of CMM.
Note that the reduction used in our proof shows also that
it is NP-hard to get any reasonable approximate solution,
knowing that MIS is hard to approximate to within n1−δ
[5]. This justifies our application of exact exponential-time
methods in the previous section.
5 Concluding Remarks
In this paper we have shown how to use vertex covers,
along with their complementary independent sets, to pro-
duce algorithms for the MCS problem that are faster than
previously-known methods. We observe that vertex cover
structures can be used to enhance further our backtracking
algorithms. For example, one possible enhancement is to
use two vertex covers, one for G1 and another for G2. The
matching process begins by enumerating all feasible match-
ings between the two covers, then between the cover of Gi
and the independent set of G3−i, and at last matching ver-
tices of the two independent sets (an instance of the maxi-
mum matching problem). Finally, we note that our vertex
cover approach may be applicable to problems other than
MCS. We believe this is a possibility warranting continued
study.
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